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Are trees like this in your vision of the future? Then consider signing the Old Growth Petition this Saturday, May 15th!

Visit the Sierra Quadra table in Q Cove and sign House of Commons MP Paul Manly’s petition to the Government of Canada to end
all old growth logging. ‘Leave Them Standing’ postcards will be available to send to Premier Horgan and Ministers Conroy and
Heyman. Learn more about the blockade at Fairy Creek, and find out how you can help protect our remaining old growth forests.
12 noon to 2pm, outside Tru Value Foods in Quathiaski Cove. (Covid-safe precautions in place; please wear a mask and respect social distancing.)

ISLAND FORUM

A Call to End Old
Growth Logging in
the SRD

TO: CHAIR AND MEMBERS OF THE BOARD,
STRATHCONA REGIONAL DISTRICT:

The Sierra Club of British Columbia, Quadra
Group, is petitioning the Strathcona Regional
District to implement immediate logging
deferrals and long term bans for all remaining
old growth forests in the SRD and throughout
British Columbia.
Ancient high productivity old-growth
ecosystems are globally one of the most
valuable climate mitigation and resiliency
assets in terms of carbon storage, protection
against wildfire, water storage, and as
incomparable banks of biodiversity. We are
now aware that only 2.7% of the original high
productivity old-growth forests in BC still
exist.
Be it resolved that the SRD call on the
provincial government to immediately
defer logging in all high productivity, rare,
old and mostly intact old-growth forests as
recommended by the Old-Growth Strategic
Review, pending the implementation of all 14
of the panel’s recommendations.
We ask that the SRD call on the
Government of British Columbia to allocate
sufficient funding to enact deferrals in
an economically just manner, and in the
full spirit of reconciliation to support the
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economic transition of affected First Nations
communities—and all non-First Nations
communities, too— from unsustainable oldgrowth logging to the development of longterm sustainable local economies.
The United Nations Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change has determined
that we now have less than ten years to do
everything possible to reduce global emissions
and avoid climate catastrophe. The protection
of primary forests has been identified as one
of the best global solutions to address climate
change. The BC government and all elected
officials must act quickly to protect these
globally significant carbon sinks. It is the
government’s responsibility to the people of
British Columbia to reduce carbon emissions
from deforestation and associated land-use
changes through an immediate ban on oldgrowth logging.
Public support for protecting old-growth
is evident: Comox Youth Climate Council
reports that 55,000+ people have signed a
petition to end logging in at-risk old-growth
forests across B.C. Thousands more have
sent emails, made phone calls, and reached
out on social media. More broadly, the Sierra
Club’s recent polling indicates that over 90%
of people living in British Columbia support
action to protect endangered old-growth
forests.
We demand that our elected officials act
as climate leaders and immediately stop
the destruction of the globally essential
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carbon sinks that are BC’s remaining oldgrowth forests. It is encouraging that the
Resolution to do so has been supported to
date by the communities of Cumberland,
CVRD, Lantzville, Nanaimo, Port Renfrew,
Metchosin, Colwood and Powell River, with
more signing on daily.
Should you wish to support the resolution
to stop old growth logging in the SRD, please
contact:
• Jim Abram, jimabram@xplornet.ca
• Dave Leitch, dleitch@srd.ca
•Tom Yates, tyates@srd.ca
• Michelle Van Beek, e.mvanbeek@srd.ca
250.830.6701
Regards,
Geraldine Kenny for Sierra Quadra

Money Matters

GREETINGS TO MY FRIENDS ON THE
ISLANDS...

I’m happy to report that my transition from
Islander to flatlander has gone swimmingly.
Retirement suits me very well and it’s nice
to have leisure to check up on my favourite
home, Quadra. So I do check in on your
web editions periodically to ensure you are
maintaining your quality control.
Having said that, I have to respond to Mr.
Krzaczek’s commentary in DI#753 in which
he offers financial advice. As a banker with
over 35 years experience, I was amused at
best and disturbed at worst with what I read.
Having been associated with realtors for
over three decades, both as a client and as a
lender, I can state unequivocally that no part
of a realtor’s training – nor job description –
permits them to offer such advice. To suggest
that one should take their capital and chase
a 6% return by making personal loans is
foolish in the extreme. Legitimate lenders,
educated in risk and capable of securing their
investments with hard security, do not seek
a 6% return today; with a prime rate at .25%
that is a ludicrous proposition. However, if
you’re willing to accept the risk of lending
money to your friends and associates
while charging 6% you’d best be prepared
to get your ass kicked on occasion. As a
professional lender, my record was judged
by maintaining a credit loss ratio of no more
than .75% per annum; that means for every
million dollars a dollar loss of $75,000 was
acceptable for the risk.
continued next page
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In contrast, my loss record of making
personal loans to friends, associates and yes,
family members too, is around 60%. And it is
a bummer to lose friendships over a debt, but
it happens all the time.
So next time you need financial advice, go
to a professional at best or your local Credit
Union at the least.
So long from the Cariboo plateau here at
108 Mile Ranch – a lovely spring day by the
way – and best wishes to all my compadres in
the Discovery Islands.
– Steve Halliday

Water Under the
Bridge?

IT WAS INTERESTING TO SEE the new
Seniors’ home in Quathiaski Cove.
What’s particularly interesting was the
incredibly dense decision build a huge
mosquito breeding pond in front of it.
When someone left a 3 foot diameter
bowl full of stagnant water at the HBI,
the mosquito population increased
considerably in the whole area, and dropped
drastically when the bowl was emptied. The
breeding pond at the Seniors’ residence is
exponentially larger.
A Cook Island health inspector once told
me he carries a squirt bottle of kerosene
around, and puts a film of kero on any
stagnant water he finds, which substantially
reduces mosquito populations. That is what
they did to enable the building of the Panama
Canal.
Would anyone be surprised, if someone
who has had enough of the resulting swarms
of mosquitoes plaguing Q Cove, were to
sneak a litre or two of of kero into that pond
late at night!
Much wiser to just eliminate the pond at
the outset.
– Brent Swain, Heriot Bay

lice populations, like all wild populations,
fluctuate in natural cycles for a number of
reasons, some of which science understands
and many of which are still under study.
Unfortunately there is little historical data
as sea lice were not an area of intense study
before salmon farming. So we have to rely on
anecdotal evidence, and anyone who fished
salmon pre-farm days knows that scraping
lice off salmon was always part of the deal.
In a conversation with Aldi Chickite about
15 years ago when he was still with us, he
said when he was a boy on his grandfather’s
boat, their catch was so infested with sea
lice the deck looked like it was covered with
snow. This memory of his was at least 30
years prior to the salmon farm industry being
established here on this coast.
Showing photos of lice-infested salmon
without context might be useful to trigger
the uneducated but has no scientific value
and does nothing to help the cause of wild
salmon. Every credible scientific study
finds salmon farming as practiced in British
Columbia of “less than minimal risk to wild
salmon.” The major risks are: disruption
of spawning areas, changes to waterways
brought about by climate change, and
overfishing.
Am I pro-salmon farm? No, I’m
SUSTAINABLE! Is farmed salmon the
answer to the solution to feeding the world’s
demand for salmon? I don’t know, but I do
know we can’t continue to kill and eat an
endangered species.
‘We Do Not Inherit the Earth from Our
Ancestors; We Borrow It from Our Children.’
– Deb Banta

Like the DI
on FaceBook

Of Salmon and
Sea Lice

IN RESPONSE TO THE letter by Claudia

Lake in the April 30th edition regarding Mr.
Mackin’s letter in the Campbell River Mirror,
I would like to comment on his reference to
Angela Koch’s statement about sea lice. She
credits the low counts of sea lice this year
on wild salmon to the removal of salmon
farms in Okisollo Channel, but in fact many
of those farms are still in operation. Sea
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Covid: The Bigger
Picture

HUNDREDS OF QUADRA RESIDENTS

have now received their first COVID
vaccination. While this past year has been a
long haul and we still have a way to go, there
is some relief and anticipation in the air.
Every province and territory in Canada
has had its COVID-related gains and
setbacks. But the international picture looks
particularly grim, whether it be either the
daily TV images of hospitals and burning
funeral pyres in India, or the dozens of other
countries in pandemic crisis but receiving
less media attention.
This past year has clearly shown how easily
COVID-19 transmits across borders. Here
is the harsh reality: As long as COVID-19
exists anywhere in the world, it poses a threat
everywhere. Yet, despite this risk being truly
global, wealthy countries have bought up
over half of the worldwide vaccine supply for
themselves. Canada has purchased enough
vaccine to immunize Canadians several
times over, while poorer nations are going
without. Projections are that, if this inequity
continues, some countries won’t be getting
vaccines until 2024. This situation would
prolong the pandemic and provide time for
other COVID variants to appear, continuing
the risk everywhere.
The quickest way to increase vaccine
supply is for the big, thriving pharmaceutical
companies like Pfizer and Moderna to share
their research and technical know-how
with generic drug manufacturers. Right
now, there is an international push to
make this happen, with Oxfam and other
groups pressuring the Canadian and other
governments to waive patent protection for
COVID-related products. Please add your
voice for Canada to support this initiative.
You can sign and send an e-letter to the
Prime Minister at www.oxfam.ca/campaign/
a-peoples-vaccine-now.
And, to lend an immediate financial
hand to India in particular, you can donate
to the Humanitarian Coalition at www.
humanitariancoalition.ca. The Coalition
brings together most of the leading aid
organizations in Canada to fundraise for
situations of crisis and disaster.
Thanks very much for taking these caring
steps.
– Kent Macaulay
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The DI is published every two weeks.
Our current edition and upcoming
deadlines are online:
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CONTACT US

email news@discoveryislands.ca
phone 250 285 2234
mail PO Box 280 Quathiaski Cove
BC V0P 1N0
office 701 Cape Mudge Road
hours Monday – Thursday
10am to 4pm
Opinions expressed in this magazine
are those of the contributors and are
not the views of the publisher.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

We welcome items for publication on subjects of interest to the
Discovery Islands community.
Here are a few guidelines:

• 300 words is an ideal length for
community announcements.

• Articles do not need to be sent as
attachments. Simply send the text
in the body of your email.
• Canadian spelling is preferred.

• Please use the title of your item
in the email subject line. We get a
lot of items called 'DI Article'.

• Remember to include credits
and captions for photos & artwork.
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It’s time to book
your vehicle in for a

SPRING SERVICE
• Multi-Point Inspection
• Oil & Fluid Change
• Brake Check
• Warranty Approved

Only

HAROLD G. JONASSON
AUG 20, 1952 TO APR 19, 2021

$89.95*

*parts extra

Drive Safely

Come in and talk to us about new tires.
We have great deals on all major brands.
As A Precaution
Please don't come in the office.

When dropping off your car, leave the keys in the ignition,
Roll the window down a little. We’ll come out to greet you. Thanks.

ISLE TECH
YOUR ISLAND AUTO CARE CENTRE

250-285-3100
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8:30 AM TO 6 PM

+ SATURDAY 9AM TO 5PM

WHILE EVERY EFFORT IS MADE TO INCLUDE
ALL ITEMS SUBMITTED, ERRORS AND
ACCIDENTAL OMISSIONS MAY OCCUR.

GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS

Are available for delivery in Canada
by mail $90 for 12 months
Local Voluntary Subscriptions are
welcome to help support the DI,
suggested: $30 per calendar year
Find more details online at
www.DiscoveryIslander.ca
COPYRIGHT 2020
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

NEXT DEADLINE

7pm Monday, May 24
for publication on
Friday, May 28, 2021
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Cortes Radio
Drop in and tune out
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Harold passed away suddenly
Monday April 19th at his home
in Gowlland Harbour.
Harold was born and raised
in Winnipeg, Manitoba,
but made Quadra Island his
home when he arrived on his
motorcycle in 1977. He worked
as a commercial fisherman on
his troller, the Wahkana Bay, in
the late 70s and early 80s, then
switched to drywall and painting
when the fishing industry slowed
down. Many homes on Quadra
were drywalled and painted by
Harold and his team.
He was also one of the original
ambulance attendants when
the service was established on
Quadra in 1982, and served over
twenty years.
He enjoyed sailing and
motorcycling, but his favourite
sport was cycling. He pedalled
Canada at least twice, and
embarked on other bicycle
adventures here and abroad.
He is survived by sister Louise
and partner Dennis, sister
Marianne and her two children
in Winnipeg, and brother Robert
and wife Dorothy in Selkirk,
Manitoba. He was pre-deceased
by his parents, and brothers
Peter and John.
Harold had a close circle of
friends who loved him dearly,
and a wider circle of friends,
workmates and neighbours who
are all mourning his loss. We will
miss you, Harold, and remember
you always as the wonderful
person we were honoured to
know and love.
– Esther Allen
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The New Quadra Project

WHEN AND IF WE GET THROUGH this Covid-19 pandemic, then

all we have to do is concern ourselves with the global climate crisis,
mass species extinction, ocean acidification, and the plasticization and
commodification of nearly everything. If this is a return to normal, it’s
not the ‘normal’ to which we should be returning. It’s time for a change.
So this is the opportunity for us to ask ourselves an existential
question that is both a personal and a collective challenge: “If now now,
then when? If not us, then who?”
All the scientific evidence indicates that we are running out of time
to avert a civilizational and ecological catastrophe. Even if all the 196
nations meet the carbon dioxide reductions they have promised in the
Paris Agreement of 2015, global temperatures will still rise by 3°C. We
are now slightly over 1°C above pre-industrial levels, CO2 has risen
from 280 parts per million to 420.12 as of May 4, 2021, and weather
anomalies are already instigating widespread disasters. What can we do
on Quadra as a small island in this sea of unfolding uncertainty?
We are ideally suited in many ways to become a model for what a
developed country should be doing on our planet. As the Salt Spring
folksinger, Valdy, playfully explained, “An island is differences of
opinion surrounded by water.” Indeed. But like an ecology, these
differences are also an asset that can convert our diversity into a
collective wisdom if we put our minds to a common cause. The shores
of Quadra bind us together as a community by our shared desire to live
here. And, whether we recognize it or not, this togetherness supersedes
our differences, providing us with a rare resource for dealing with an
uncertain future.
If we could observe ourselves with detachment we would notice
that we are already undergoing rapid and timely changes that are
remaking who we are and how we live together. We are completing
a seniors’ housing project. The prospect of broadband capabilities is
strengthening the opportunities for a home-based digital economy. The
Hakai Institute and a proposed Research Conservancy by the Open
Bay Society are two examples that suggest sophisticated and benign
uses for our island's natural resources. The theme of sustainability
is now a prime consideration of the Strathcona Regional District.
A reinforcement of the village/rural distinction in Quadra's Official
Community Plan would offer a clear direction to development that
manages population growth and ensures intelligent settlement.
Furthermore, a committee maintains hiking and biking trails crisscross our island, providing recreational and scenic opportunities for
all who live and visit here. Our surrounding waters welcome kayakers.
Quadra Circle is helping to address the needs of our elderly. We have a

Spring is here!

Time to get your boat and motor tuned up

Call Frank today for an appointment to protect
your investment and keep this season cruising...

community garden, an active Garden Club, a lunch program and food
sharing procedures. The Island Climate Action Network, ICAN, has
been working to establish a tidal electrical generation turbine for Canoe
Pass, to encourage and facilitate solar power, and has been actively
promoting recycling, a re-store, water conservation and food security.
Salmon farms are being phased out of the Discovery Islands, providing
hope for the return of wild salmon. First Nations’ land claim issues are
in the last of five negotiation phases, presenting promising prospects
for a respectful and sustainable treatment of Quadra’s environment.
And the pending arrival in early 2022 of two new diesel-electric ferries,
capable of being fully electric, are tangible symbols of the changing
times we are entering.
If we, as a community, can hone and focus the psychological,
sociological, philosophical, economic and environmental energies
already evident in ourselves, then we can shape a New Quadra that
could become a model for how the world might imagine itself.
The United Nations has declared the 2020s as the decade of
‘ecosystem restoration’. And this, among other ambitious objectives,
means the preservation of forests and the enhancement of their crucial
role as carbon sinks on our fevered planet. But, just as we are beginning
to learn about the incredible intelligence of trees and their remarkable
symbiotic relationship with the fungal world beneath them, these
biological wonders are being obliterated by corporate opportunism
abetted by political myopia. Unfortunately, this, too, is happening on
our island, and is one of the more challenging obstacles to the success of
shaping a New Quadra.
Most of Quadra is comprised of TimberWest’s Tree Farm Licence
#47, now under the control of a ‘timber management corporation’
called Mosaic. It does the logging plans, operations, marketing and sales
for the tenured holdings of TimberWest, and is now directly responsible
for the future of Quadra's forests. And herein lies a growing conflict.
As the character of Quadra shifts toward information, research,
recreation, tourism and ecologically sustainable businesses, Mosaic
continues in the TimberWest tradition with its incessant and
incremental dismantling of the forests which are so vital to the creation
of a New Quadra. Our island can no longer be considered a forest
resource to be pillaged with a model of ruthless efficiency that is now
continued next page

QUADRA ISLAND REAL ESTATE TEAM
JUST LISTED...SOLD! CUSTOM WEST
COAST HOME ON 5.3 ACRES
MLS# 873398•Located in the popular Hope
Spring Rd subdivision•Peaceful property
with nice mix of well established gardens and
natural landscaping•Lovely open floor plan
on the main level with vaulted wood ceilings
•Large wrap around deck, overlooking the surrounding forest•Guest bedroom and
laundry room on main floor•Office/loft, den and master bedroom on upper floor
•20’x32’ detached workshop with upper floor studio space and detached double carport
Bill Bradshaw

PERSONAL REAL ESTATE CORPORATION

Sarah Bradshaw
www.quadrarealestate.ca
PHONE 250.285.3293
TOLL FREE 1.877.735.3293
FAX 250.285.3292
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continued from previous page
proving to be a threat not only to our local wellbeing but to the entire
planet. Our Quadra problem is the larger problem written small enough
for us to clearly understand.
The latest and most pressing conflict between Quadra’s conservation
efforts and Mosaic’s logging plans is the Hyacinthe Creek watershed
where the Quadra Island Salmon Enhancement Society has been
working for decades to sustain salmon production. But this is just
the surface of the growing incompatibility between the traditional
industrial use of our forests and the crucial role they must play in a
healthier and more sustainable local economy. Mosaic’s plans to log in
the Deepwater Bay area of Quadra just happen to require road building
through the area’s old growth trees, a regular practice that is more than
suspect. Meanwhile, conservationists on Quadra have been trying for
years to reduce the visual impacts of nearby clearcuts from Chinese
Mountains. Our coastal scenic corridors are continually under the same
threat. Established trails are often threatened by logging plans.
Parks have managed to protect some old growth and mature secondgrowth forests, but much of central and north Quadra is being ravaged
by logging. And this on a planet where the sequestered carbon in trees
would do much to ameliorate the impending disaster of global climate
change.
Mosaic’s solution to the global climate crisis is to buy electric logging

Gorgeous Ocean View Home

Ocean-view home on stunning ½ acre
lot. Self-contained 1 bdrm bsmt suite.
Detached 12 x 24ft foundation awaiting
your ideas; studio, greenhouse or another
suite! 2 yr old J.Toelle Home still under
warranty. Minutes walk to services & ferry
in Q.Cove. Reduced to $724,900.

Successfully selling real estate on Quadra Island since 1995

Heidi Ridgway
Your Resident Quadra Island Realtor®
tel
cell

250-285-2217
250 202-2217

Heidi@QuadraIslandRealEstate.com

www.QuadraIslandRealEstate.com

trucks to save a few kilograms of carbon dioxide, while carting away
tonnes of the carbon that is safely sequestered in growing and healthy
trees – most of which will probably be exported to foreign markets.
In contrast, the Open Bay Society is investing significantly in a
feasibility study to establish a community supervised Quadra Island
Research Conservancy of about 3,370 hectares, an area that would
include the Hyacinthe Creek watershed, the Morte, Nugedzi, Mud
and Beaver Lake systems, Beech’s Mountain, Chinese Mountains and
Mount Seymour, all enclosed by an area extending south to Open
Bay. A planned research centre, which would study the mixed and
high elevation coastal forest ecosystems that are contained in this
8.6 percent of Quadra, would contribute to the Island's burgeoning
research sector.
Instead of watching electric logging trucks cart our downed forests
off to the ravenous maw of insatiable consumption, we could be
hosting scientists who are studying the complex miracle of forest
ecologies. Our future doesn’t lie in the brutal pillaging of our land,
but in protecting, nourishing and understanding its complexity,
sophistication and natural intelligence.
The Open Bay Society, an adjunct of The Arctic Circle Foundation,
has similar such projects around the world. It chose Quadra as a
location because of its many favourable attributes: its biological vitality
and species diversity, intact ecologies, community integrity, economic
structure, defined boundaries as an island, and established reputation
as an existing research centre – specifically, the internationally
recognized Hakai Institute. Quadra is a place where we can study, learn
and teach everyone how to live more lightly upon the land.
The present is always prelude to the future, but there are times when
one moment is more propitious than others. This is such a moment.
The Covid-19 pandemic has briefly interrupted our civilization’s
thoughtless rush to an environmental Armageddon. On our little place
in the wholeness of things, we have an opportunity to change direction,
to become a more considered model of what the larger future might
resemble. We have the crucial social pieces, the technology, the
geography, the diverse forests, the opportunity and the community
momentum, all set in a clearly defined island of indisputable beauty.
Sierra Quadra believes we can find the inspiration to create this New
Quadra if we measure the effort against the cost of the alternative. And
if we speak and think with a unified voice, we can become part of the
solution rather than the problem. “If not now, then when? If not us,
then who?” If we put our collective minds to the possibility, we can
make it a reality.
– Ray Grigg, for Sierra Quadra

Offering Quadra's most diverse
set of building skills...
Let us manage all your
home improvement dreams.
For free inspiration
call Blaine Smith

250.202.6299

Matt Knoedler 250.285.2754

quadrablaine@gmail.com
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Taking Care of
Beaches

The Little Choir
That Could

Sierra Quadra has been organizing Earth Day
beach cleanups for over 20 years, but sadly
Covid-19 restrictions have put a temporary
stop to this one-day event.
Fortunately, Nevil Hand and Heather
Cleland have stepped up to the plate and
started the Quadra Island Beach Clean
Dream Team. They have a Facebook page
with over 100 members and climbing. On
that page, people report on areas where
they've combed the beaches, so others know
that section is cleared of debris, and can be
informed where more cleanup is needed.
Breanne Quesnel, from Spirit of the West,
inable
pods
of up toansix
guestssized
per table
was
to procure
industrial
garbage bin from Comox Strathcona Waste
Management (CSWM), dedicated
solely to beach debris – but it must be
Thurs-Mon 1pm - 7pm
returned to CSWM, and staff will be coming
to take
it away&next
week.4pm - 7pm
Tues
Wed
Whenbeverage
Sierra Quadra
realized
service
till we
10 pm
wouldn't be able to have our Earth Day
event, and that people would continue to
do their own cleanup and take beach debris
Friday only 4pm - 7pm
to the dump in Campbell River, we asked
reservations
recommended
BC Ferries
if they could
help us out. They
responded by generously donating 10 ferry
fares. We will be passing those on to Nevil
and his wonderful team of volunteers.
Thank you to BC Ferries, Breanne Quesnel,
and the Beach Clean Dream Team! Quadra
folks rock!
– Angela Koch, for Sierra Quadra

The Little Engine That Could by Watty Piper?
If you are interested, the entire picture book
is available on-line. Well, Quadra has a new
version of that story in our Quadra Singers,
who have just finished a year of choir on-line!
Director Kate, President Joan, Tech
Support Team Debbie and Norris, and Piano
Accompanist me met in our yard last August
to make a plan to keep Quadra Singers going
until the pandemic would let us return to the
QCC. It was decided to try an email from the
director every week including singing tips,
warm-ups and inspiring choral performance
links, a Zoom rehearsal twice a month,
recordings for learning full choir music, and
recordings for being in a small group of 2 to 4
singers which might rehearse outside during
the fall and winter, with toques and big mugs
of hot ‘somethings’!
As you can guess, we all underwent a steep
learning curve! Directors had to learn to
navigate Garageband for recording parts,
Members had to download Voice Record
Pro and record themselves singing for
the finished product (very scary!), Tech
support had endless parts to fit together,
somehow! But we did it, with the help and
encouragement of each other!
Kate tried a very successful, though brief,
end of term Fall Cabaret, but at the Spring
Cabaret just last week, choir members and
their guests enjoyed a Zoom concert of 20
items, including many solos and small group

DEAR FELLOW ISLANDERS,

food service
HBI Pub

ARE ANY OF YOU old enough to remember

friendly & delicious

take out seven days a week:
call 285.3322 or Pub: 285.3539

food service

in pods of up to six guests per table

HBI Pub

Thurs-Mon 1pm - 7pm
Tues & Wed 4pm - 7pm

well-spaced,
great Contractors
food &
P-J General
casual
fun
All Excavating
Dump Trucks
Sand and Gravel
Clearing
Rock Hammering

a beautiful place to spend time
250-285-2009

friendly & delicious
well-spaced,
great food &
casual fun

beverage service till 10 pm

Fridays only 4pm - 7pm
reservations recommended

take out seven days a week:

call 285.3322 or the Pub 285.3539
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offerings, all with beautiful photos or videos
to watch while listening!
All over the province, many big choirs and
lots of small ones shut down last spring,
or in November, but Quadra Singers kept
chugging along. Truly, The Little Choir That
Could!
– Joyce Baker

a beautiful place to spend time
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You're Invited! Annual Young
Musicians Concert and Fundraiser
EVERY SPRING Quadra kids put on a concert to share their musical

Quadra Island
Growing Local
Food Survey

HAVE YOU COMPLETED our
survey yet? It only takes 5
minutes. Try it! For gardeners
and non-gardeners. We want to
hear from everyone!
Respond by May 15th and
your name will be entered into
a draw for some delicious local
food, including maple syrup
and elderflower cordial, all from
Quadra Island.
Find it at www.quadraican.
ca/survey or www.quadra
islandgardenclub.com/survey
Want a paper copy? Find
them at Inspirations and On
Root. Want to do it by phone?
Call Leona at 604.789.2492.
Survey responses will be used
to develop practical projects that
aim to get households eating,
growing and processing more
local food right here on Quadra
Island. Have your say!
– ICAN and the Quadra Island
Garden Club

talents with the community and raise money for local music
programs. The concert is always fun and heartwarming, and a great
way to see and support our local kids.
Won’t you join us?
The Quadra Island Young Musicians Fund Annual Concert and
Fundraiser Saturday May 29th at 7pm online.
Find the concert on our Facebook Page ‘Quadra Island Young
Musicians Fund’ or on YouTube ‘Young Musicians Fund Quadra
Island.’
Admission is by donation. All proceeds will be used to support
music education for Quadra kids aged 18 and under. Donations can be
made at any time:
• By e-transfer to QuadraYoungMusicians@gmail.com
• By deposit at the Coastal Community Credit Union
• By cheque mailed to Box 221, Heriot Bay V0P 1H0
Are you a young musician just hearing about this concert? There is
still time to submit your song! Check out our Facebook page or Email
us at QuadraYoungMusicians@gmail.com to find out how. Deadline:
May 15th.
Thank you and see you there!
– Dave Blinzinger and Jen Banks-Doll, co-founders, the Quadra Island
Young Musicians Fund

The Heriot
Bay Inn on
Quadra Island
has a covered
patio and
seafood specials
Wednesdays in
May! They're
serving locals
and regional
visitors safely,
under cover:
casual fare and a lovely view of Heriot Bay. If the Heriot Bay
Inn is in your regional zone they'd love to serve you!

Quadra Island Medical Clinic

Mobile Mechanic

Dr Steve Hughes CCFP MRCGP
and Pat Peterson NP

Heavy Equipment & Automotive
service and repair
Welding and Fabrication
Shop located on Quadra
By appointment only

• New patients & visitors welcome, please phone first
• Open Monday – Friday & alternate Saturdays
• Appointments outside of regular hours by request
• Walk-in Lab & ECG every Wednesday & Friday, 7 – 9am, all patients

www.quadraislandmedicalclinic.ca
phone 250.285.3540 • fax 250.285.3549 • 654 Harper Rd, Q Cove
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250-285-2215

wolfdenmechanical@gmail.com
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Quadra Island
Foundation
wants YOU …
and a logo!

CALLING ALL visual artists of
all ages, including amateur,
self-declared, in-the-closet,
enthusiastic and creative
islanders to share ideas for
our official Quadra Island
Foundation (QIF) logo. Show
us your best reflection of our
diverse island community,
rich culture, dynamic history
or natural environment.
The chosen logo will feature
prominently on QIF’s
website, letterhead and media
communication.
Please provide high resolution
images that are eye-catching
both in colour and in black
and white. Although only one
image will be chosen, select
contributions will be featured
on our up-and-coming website
to celebrate community
involvement.
Deadline is June 30. Please
send your graphic along with a
brief account of what you love
about Quadra Island. Stay tuned
for a logo announcement this
fall. Please get involved! All ages
welcome.
Find out more or contact us
with questions by email info@
quadraislandfoundation.ca or
telephone Michael Mascall at
250.202.1968.

New to Quadra?
The Discovery Islands Chamber
of Commerce and local
businesses welcome you with
a gift bag.
Contact Judy at 285.2150
Jim Abram’s
Regional Director’s
Report
will be back in
Issue 755!
ISSUE 754 • MAY 14, 2021

COMMUNITY NEWS & EVENTS

Recycling on Quadra
IF SOMEONE WERE TO ASK ME how

recycling was operating on Quadra, I would
have to say poorly. When we were able
to sort our recycling into designated bins
— cardboard, glass, plastic, etc. — and those
bins were hauled to Campbell River, Quadra
had one of the best recycling records on North
Vancouver Island. Not anymore.
What happened? The receiving station in
Campbell River closed. Now our recyclables
have to go to Cumberland. It proved too
expensive, both financially and because of
its carbon footprint, to run each large bin
individually to Cumberland, and that’s how
we ended up with the ‘single-stream’ unsorted
recycling system we have now.
But you can still recycle glass in Campbell
River? The depots in Campbell are RecycleBC
depots. This brings up the difference between
our depot, operated by Comox Strathcona
Waste Management, and a RecycleBC depot
like the ones in Campbell River. CSWM is
required to provide a recycling service to
Quadra, so the recycling bins are picked up
regardless of content. The loads are sorted
in Cumberland and go on to commercial
markets. Our bins are so contaminated that
50% of what leaves Quadra ends up in the
landfill. The RecycleBC material is sorted at
the depots and, combined with the material
from all the RecycleBC depots in the
province, is sold to their buyers. That material
must have less than 3% contamination by
other materials or it will be rejected. The
widely differing volume of materials means
that those buyers are very different.
What is the source of contamination in our
bins? Something as simple as a half full bottle
of ketchup or a dirty diaper can contaminate
a whole bin. And some people are using
our recycle bins as garbage dumpsters. Our

hard-working recycle bin managers remove as
much of the garbage as possible. That is why
there is a garbage dumpster at our Recycle
Depot. It is there so that there is somewhere
to put the contaminants, but the result is still a
long way from what it needs to be.
Equally problematic are the ‘wrong’
recyclables — that is, materials (like glass,
or ziplock bags, or styrofoam) that Comox
Strathcona Waste Management doesn’t
accept in the single-stream bins. These items
can often be recycled at the Campbell River
Return-It Depot or at the recycling facility
at the Campbell River municipal dump.
But when they’re put in loads that go to
Cumberland, they can end up making the
whole bin unrecyclable.
ICAN is committed to changing this
situation. Will you get on board? There is a
sign at our Recycling Depot showing what
materials can be accepted and what cannot.
That's the first step. Let's see if we can get
our contamination level down. Together
with our Regional Director, Jim Abram, and
Stephanie Valdal of Comox Strathcona Waste
Management, other solutions are also being
discussed.

Have you got some ideas you want to share?
Talk to ICAN. quadraicansociety@gmail.com
In the meantime, there are online sources
that can help you find out about recycling
just about anything. Check out the Recycling
Council of BC (www.rcbc.ca) and the
RecycleBC website (www.recyclebc.ca),
as well as the Comox Strathcona Waste
Management site (www.cswm.ca What Can I
Recycle?) for lots of info. You can also call the
Recycling Council of BC's Recycling Hotline
at 1.800.667.4321.
– Sandy McCairns, ICAN Recycling Team

Contact Jim Abram
BY PHONE
Between 8:30am and 7pm, Monday
through Friday (not on weekends please)

250-285-3355

EMAIL ANYTIME
jimabram@xplornet.ca
BY MAIL
Box 278 Quathiaski Cove, BC V0P 1N0
ON FACEBOOK
facebook.com/JimAbram

Why shouldn’t our universal healthcare
include our teeth too?
Join MP Rachel Blaney and special guests
for a virtual townhall on dentalcare in Canada.

Wednesday
May 19
at 7pm
sign up at:
www.rachelblaney.ndp.ca/events

 250-287-9388
 Rachel.Blaney@parl.gc.ca
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Rachel Blaney

Member of Parliament
North Island-Powell River
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POETRY COR NER
Summer Vacation

No more can we fly off for our summer vacation,
The pandemic has created a worldwide staycation.
This year’s destination is Home Sweet Home,
Beyond our back yard we must not roam.
No need for trains or boats or planes,
No tickets, no traffic, no baggage claims.
The price is right at your homestay hotel,
It has all the home comforts that you know so well.
A holiday is not about sun, sea and blue skies,
It’s about seeing your world with brand new eyes.
Take a trip around your own back yard,
You won’t need your wallet or credit card.
Relax and recline, sip a glass of fine wine.
Admire your garden, from its bounty you’ll dine,
No shopping, no masks, no waiting in line.
When the veggies are ready and the fruit’s on the
vine
You will feast on a banquet no chef could design.
The homestay vacation has many pleasures,
You can plan your own journey at your leisure.
Take a tour of your house, no rush, no pressure,
Memory Lane is a museum, filled with family
treasure.
A stay home vacation may be just what we need
Our world has been spinning at a reckless speed.
Corona has taught us, there’s no reason to roam,
When all we desire we can find right at home.
Our fortress, our refuge, our shelter, our castle
Home is our escape from the world’s constant hassle.
Home is where the heart is never alone
It resides in the warmth of its true comfort zone.
Friends, neighbours and family relations
Are the pillars that cement your home’s foundation.
Your staycation can be quiet or a big celebration.
Whatever you do, it will be a great vacation.
So fire up the bar-b-cue, chill the beer
And make reservations, for the same place next year.
– Ann McLean

COMMUNITY NEWS & EVENTS

Roman’s Real Estate
April Stats
WHY PLAN THE LOTTERY when you

can just buy a house in Vancouver with a
guaranteed return on your investment?
The markets across the country indicate
a slow down in units sold but the prices
still remain very high. Consumer fatigue
may be to blame but as the spring market
unfolds we should hopefully see more of
a balanced market.
CAMPBELL RIVER: The sellers market
is still going very strong. Inventory of
new listings has increased but frustrated
buyers picked them up as quickly as they
hit the market. Buyers are still searching
and participating in multiple offers.
The benchmark (typical detached
house) price costs $588,800 today.
Exactly one year ago this same house
would be sold for $472,400. That’s a gain
of $116,400 IN ONE YEAR.
Apartments: $308,100; 12 months ago:
$254,300. Townhouses: $411,500; 12
months ago: $341,400
METRO VANCOUVER: “While homes are
now being listed at record levels, more
supply is needed to meet today’s demand
and help market conditions achieve
greater balance,” Keith Stewart, REBGV
economist said.
The real estate industry is a key
economic driver not just in British
Columbia but across the country. In 2020
in the Greater Vancouver Area, 30,944
homes changed ownership. The total
dollar value of residential sales transacted
through the MLS® system in Greater
Vancouver totalled $33.7 billion in 2020.
Benchmark price of a detached home
in Greater Vancouver: $1,755,500; 12
months ago: $1,462,100.

Apartment: $729,600; 12 months ago:
$685,500. Townhouse: $900,900; 12 months
ago: $796,800
CALGARY: Persistently tight market
conditions are causing significant upward
pressure on prices. For the second consecutive
month, the unadjusted benchmark price rose
by more than two per cent compared with the
previous month and more than nine per cent
compared with last year’s levels.
Benchmark Prices: Detached homes:
$529,100; 12 months ago: $479,100.
Apartments: $251,900; 12 months ago:
$244,400. Townhouses: $418,000; 12 months
ago: $307,400
TORONTO: “While sales remained very
strong last month, many REALTORS® noted
a marked slowing in both the number of
transactions and the number of new listings.
It makes sense that we had a pullback in
market activity compared to March. We’ve
experienced a torrid pace of home sales since
the summer of 2020 while seeing little in the
way of population growth. We may be starting
to exhaust the pool of potential buyers within
the existing GTA population. Over the long
term, sustained growth in sales requires
sustained growth in population,” said TRREB
President Lisa Patel.
GTA (area 905) average sale prices for the
month of April: Detached homes: $1,308,756;
12 months ago: $987,409. Apartments:
$612,341; 12 months ago: $527,307
Townhouses: $942,371;12 months ago:
$745,819
Enjoy the sun!
– Roman Krzaczek
Home number: 285-2141

Client Focused. Results Driven
Curious about the value of your home?
Call for a free valuation today.

Roman Krzaczek

Realtor®

250-285-2141

Roman@RomansListings.com

www.RomansListings.com
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MAY DAY IN PLACE 2021

Hello Wonderful Community, We Have a May Day Theme: RISE AND SHINE!
SUNRISE, MOONRISE, rise to the occasion,

shine bright and smile big: get creative and
interpret this fun theme as you fancy! Think

anything from shiny, bright objects to the
sprouting and rising of nature to shining your
own light on the world! We challenge you to
RISE and SHINE this May Day!!

It’s hard to believe that it’s been
one year since our last “May Day
in Place” event, and while we feel
sad that we cannot hold our regular
May Day activities at the Spit again
this year, we are excited by the
great “from home” participation
that we had last year! So why not
get creative in your own backyards
again this year and share your “at
home” costumes and activities by
joining the "May Day in Place”
online, the day of (May 29th). We are also
calling for people to decorate the ends of their
driveways again, so that families and folks
can delight in the themed decorations and do
a covid-safe style of parade, by driving by to
view and take photos.
What wild and wonderful ways will
you keep our unique island May Day spirit
alive?! Let's get silly, whacky, be inspired and
let’s create a little community fun. We could
ALL use some fun right about now!! Plus,
there will be many cash prizes! DID WE
MENTION PRIZES??!!
If you wish to participate in the driveway
parade, we are asking that you register
your driveway number with our volunteer
organizer, Jeannie Stoppard, by emailing her
at jstoppard@gicable.com or by calling her at
285.2835. If you need any further info, please
email us at: info@quadrarec.bc.ca
Building for and employing
islanders since 1980

Thank you and stay well, beautiful
community!
Sending out love to you all from your
Community Centre,
– Rebecca Young & Jane West, Quadra
Community Centre • info@quadrarec.bc.ca
“Building community through recreation”

oelle Construction Ltd

• BC licensed

residential builder
• Custom and
budget homes
• Resort and
commercial buildings
• Green energy rated
• Cost effective design

250.285.3783 • info@jtoelle.com • www.jtoelle.com
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Heriot Bay Tides
DATE

TIME PDT M.

14
Friday

02:23
06:38
14:09
21:44
15
03:09
Saturday 07:06
14:46
22:30
16
04:07
Sunday 07:40
15:29
23:21
17
05:23
Monday 08:23
16:16
18
00:15
Tuesday 06:47
09:20
17:08
19
01:09
Wed.
07:57
10:56
18:07
20
01:57
Thursday 08:48
12:59
19:13
21
Friday 02:36
09:29
14:33
20:19
22
03:09
Saturday 10:06
15:51
21:21
23
03:39
Sunday 10:40
17:02
22:18
24
04:06
Monday 11:15
18:05
23:14
25
04:34
Tuesday 11:50
19:01
26
00:09
Wed.
05:05
12:28
19:53
27
01:04
Thursday 05:39
13:09
20:44
28
02:02
Friday 06:19
13:52
21:35
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FT.

3.6
4.1
0.9
4.7
3.7
4.1
1.0
4.7
3.7
3.9
1.0
4.6
3.6
3.8
1.2
4.6
3.5
3.6
1.3
4.6
3.2
3.4
1.6
4.7
2.9
3.3
1.8

11.8
13.5
3.0
15.4
12.1
13.5
3.3
15.4
12.1
12.8
3.3
15.1
11.8
12.5
3.9
15.1
11.5
11.8
4.3
15.1
10.5
11.2
5.2
15.4
9.5
10.8
5.9

4.7
2.5
3.5
2.1
4.7
2.0
3.7
2.4
4.7
1.6
4.1
2.8
4.7
1.1
4.4
3.1
4.7
0.7
4.7
3.4
4.7
0.4
5.0
3.6
4.6
0.3
5.1
3.7
4.5
0.3
5.1

15.4
8.2
11.5
6.9
15.4
6.6
12.1
7.9
15.4
5.2
13.5
9.2
15.4
3.6
14.4
10.2
15.4
2.3
15.4
11.2
15.4
1.3
16.4
11.8
15.1
1.0
16.7
12.1
14.8
1.0
16.7

THE DI CLASS I FI EDS

Help Wanted

Services

KENWOOD DESIGNS, a cabinet and
custom millwork shop, seeks positive,
energetic cabinet and drawer assembly
person. This is a longterm
full time 36 - 40 hours per week
position. Self-motivated team player
required. Attention to detail and
quality is crucial. Training available
however basic hand tool, measurement
skills and a valid BC driver’s license a
must. Please e-mail resume to kelly@
kenwooddesigns.ca. No phone calls or
drop-ins please.

THE CLOVE is accepting applications
for all kitchen positions as well
as servers and bussers! If you are
interested in joining our crew, please
get in touch with us via email at:
thecloveinthecove@gmail.com

HERIOT BAY INN is looking

for some strong team players for
our Kitchen and Housekeeping
department! Please send your resume
to info@heriotbayinn.com. We look
forward to hearing from you!

THE DREAM TEAM

Carpentry, Landscaping and Concrete.
Servicing Quadra and outer islands.
dreamteamconcrete@gmail.com
250-580-1992

ROOFING

Professional Roofing Services
www.javaroofing.com
Call JAVA ROOFING at 250.204.2638

SMALL ENGINE REPAIRS

in Q-Cove. Lawn Mowers, Tractors,
Chainsaws, Trimmers, Generators etc.
Also some electric power tools. Please
call Don @ 250.285.3960.

NEXT DEADLINE

7pm Monday, May 24
for publication in DI 755
on May 28, 2021

APRIL POINT RESORT

Positions available include cooks,
dishwasher, hostess/busser,
housekeeping, maintenance, and
groundskeeper. Staff accommodation
available. Email: larryh@
north coasthotelresort.com or bring
resume to April Point Resort.

Home & Garden
CERTIFIED HORTICULTURIST &
LIFELONG GARDENER FOR HIRE
Ryan Nassichuk offers informative and
thought-provoking consultations, soil
testing services, and skilled help with
the creation and maintenance of food,
ornamental, and mixed gardens. Call or
text 250 202 2326, or email nassichuk@
gmail.com, to get in touch.

LOW PRESSURE IRRIGATION
SYSTEMS

Garden consultations, Bonsai Art.
Contact local Horticulturist
Kai Gogolin 250-850-9245 or at
ggpropertycare@gmail.com

Shops
WAYPOINT SIGNS

Signs, Picture Framing and simple
Engraving at Waypoint Signs beside
Quadra Builders. Tuesday to Thursday,
9 to noon, 1 to 4pm. Appointments
possible to suit your schedule. Friendly,
efficient, personalized service.
Quality products at affordable rates.
250.285.2815 desk@waypointsigns.com

DI CLASSI FI EDS

Thrilled to unveil
my freshly redesigned web site

A new look, new tools
to serve you better

Renée Stone
250.203.8652

ReneeStone@QuadraIsland.ca
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Up to 35 words: $25
(incl. g.s.t.) - one time
36 to 70 words: $45
(incl. g.s.t.) - one time
Email or drop off your
ad with payment at
701 Cape Mudge Rd,
or at Inspirations

You can also pay online
at discoveryislander.ca
Questions? Email
news@discoveryislands.ca
Our thanks to TJ Watt for his
stunning photo on our cover! TJ
combines his passion for rainforest
conservation with professional
photography, shedding light
on BC’s endangered old-growth
forests in an effort to protect them.
You can see more of his work at
www.tjwatt.com.
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